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This text, written by best-selling developmental mathematics author Pat McKeague, features a more

streamlined review of elementary algebra, allowing for earlier coverage of intermediate topics. An

early introduction to graphing presents the foundation for a wide variety of graphing problems

throughout the text. Early coverage of functions helps students feel comfortable with the many

examples and graphs of functions that occur in later chapters. The first ten chapters of this book

cove the topics usually found in a college-level algebra course. The last three chapters cover the

essential topics from trigonometry. Optional technology sections and integrated throughout text as a

way for students to better understand the material being discussed.
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Disagree with me or not for rating a book based on price, however, my college course requires this

text and it is absolutely absurd that a publisher would promote an Intermediate Algebra book for

$200 dollars. They obviously build these text books for student's therefore it's sad that the love for

profit is more important than the burden of paying for classes and this ridiculously priced book. I'm

really not how much trigonometry and algebra changed in the last few decades or centuries.

Rented this book, and sent it back. They charged me two extensions. And then eventually charged

me the whole book. Now I have no way of contacting them and I don't even have the physical book.

So basically I paid around 200+ for a book I don't have. Thanks a lot. Never renting again.



I was very happy with the condition of the book. The seller described the condition of the book

properly and also shipped in in a timely manner.The book itself is good. Not great, not bad, but

good. The language used when giving definitions of terms could be clearer for me. I am finding it

very helpful for my course. I don't find this book to be worth the price new though!!!Buy it used!!!!!!!

It was bad enough that the accompaning CD was filmed in the stone age, with a tiny amount of

information, none that differed from the book, nor with any new information as the guy skips/leaps

over the steps. But what was a huge time waster, angered me and left me out to hang was the

so-called online resource with "tutors" available during certain times of the day. Well, that site is a

mess. Totally unworkable and a lie.I spent hours tying to login in and signup and search (finding

only dead end sites). By the time I gave up I was profoundly frustrated and I felt cheated. If that's

why the book cost an arm and a leg then we have been deceived.And thinking about it now, the

book's examples are pretty helpful for the easy problems in the chapters but a problem with more

complicated situations and the book leaves you again out of help.What a disgrace.

This book is one of my favorites math book; simple, concise, yet challenging. But I also had a very

good professor. I also agree with some review that some examples skip steps, but most are self

explanatory(if you know the material). So far the best math book that I've ever read is "Precalculus"

by James Stewart. Followed by "Calculus" by Stewart 5e.

The book arrived in good condition. The CD-ROM didn't work on my mac but its not your fault.

Looks like the CD Rom is only good for microsoft windows.Thank you!

I need to resell this one too. The book is good but very tough to understand, if you have a good

professor and just use it for problems, you'll be fine.

Came in exact condition with everything inside. I am very satisfied with my order plus I use it alot.

No pages are missing so I'm happy
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